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This is what I built, if you’re curious:

Introduction

Yes, Santa’s holding a light saber.

I’d hate a life where everyone knew me and people made 
money selling pictures of me without makeup to tabloids. I’m 
not in the business of wearing makeup every day. Or going 
out of my house on a regular basis.



Between the jokes and dorky illustrations (I’m addicted to 
Photo shop), I hope you can find a teensy bit of inspiration for 
your own life—to take risks and use all the tools at your finger-
tips to get your voice out there while you’re still not a corpse. Be 
who you are and use this new connected world to embrace it. 
Because . . .



Why I’m Weird

A brief survey of an eccentric, 

homeschooled childhood.

 I will never be the popular one. That’s for girls who 

wear hair bows that match their dresses and hang out 

with other girls who wear hair bows that match their 

dresses. Back in the late ’80s, the hair bow was the rich 

girl’s scrunchie. I had no hair bows or scrunchies be-

cause we were poor and shopped at Goodwill, and my 

mom cut my hair in the shape of a salad bowl.



Naturally, I became obsessed with detective pulp fiction. Perry Mason 
was my favorite. Not the actor who played him in the TV show, Raymond 
Burr. I hated him; he was bulky, and his skull looked creepy underneath 
his skin. No, my Perry Mason was taller and debonair, like Cary Grant, 
or my second love, David Hasselhoff. I collected all but one of the Perry 
Mason books (The Case of the Singing Skirt eluded me; it was my collec-
tion’s white whale), and I arranged all eighty-one of them by publishing 
chronology on a makeshift bookshelf in the back of my closet. Because 
of their influence, my life’s dream became clear: to enter the glamorous 
profession of “secretary,” like Perry’s loyal companion, Della Street. Either 
that or “moll”—whatever that job entailed.

I found someone who would listen to me no matter how weird I was: 
my little pink diary.



That little pink diary is a tome for the ages.





What Avatar  
Should I Be?

Forming my identity with video game morality 

tests. And how that led to my first kiss with 

a Dragon in a Walmart parking lot.

Knowing yourself is life’s eternal homework. (ß Another coffee mug 
slogan!) We have to dig and experiment and figure out who the hell 
we are from birth to death, which is super inconvenient, right? And 
embarrassing. Because as teenagers we do all that soul-searching 
through our clothing choices. Which we later have photographic 
evidence of for shaming purposes. Hippie, sporty, goth, I have an 
adorable sampling of all my more mortifying phases.

That “mom jeans” picture calls for a postview eye bleaching, huh?



“Megan’s mom doesn’t like her learning about astrology. I’m going to have to 
ask you to stop talking about it with the girls.”

“But it’s the science of the stars!”
“She thinks it’s Satanic. You gave her daughter a pentagram.”
“It’s a natal chart, duh. You can’t let ignorance trump science here, Miss 

Mary!”
Nothing I said could persuade her. She was a Taurus. Once her mind was 

made up, it was over.
I was forced to hang up my crystal ball, and eventually the girls stopped 

talking to me again. (And they probably made terrible life choices they could 
have avoided if they hadn’t been deprived of my insight, thanks to Megan’s 
mom.) I was upset but soon bounced back and was able to move on to another, 
more accessible place for friendship and identity exploration: the online world.



When I was about seven or eight, my grandfather gave us his secondhand 
“laptop,” which was as big as a dining room table.

“A girl is to be killed for stealing bread from a dying woman. 
What do you do?”

A) Let them kill her; she deserved it.

B) Demand that she be freed; her crime is understandable.

C) Offer to take the punishment instead. She’s hot.

(Okay, that wasn’t one of the real questions.)

Depending on the way you answered, your avatar (the character 
you played; don’t worry: I’ll hold your hand through the nerd lingo) 
started the game differently. Your decisions influenced who you were 
in the world; your morals shaped what Virtues (like Honesty and 
Courage) you were aligned with. Let me simplify: As a kid, this video 
game SAW INTO MY SOUL. It defined me, then projected me into 
a world where I could be a virtual hero version of myself. I could walk 
around alone, without my mom warning me there were molesters 
waiting to kidnap me on every corner. I could go shopping and steal 
things and kill monsters! Oh, and I could name my avatar AFTER 
MYSELF! Screw astrology, I was in love!!!!!



CompuServe had it all. It offered news, messaging, and bulletin boards cov-
ering every subject you’d want to chat about in a glorious “only text” interface. 
Oh, and tons of racy ASCII porn.

In 1994, this interface looked like virtual reality.



Yes, I wrote poems dedicated to a video game—shut up with the judgment 
(although it’s warranted). The following is a really special example. It’s an ode 
to one of the fictional characters in Ultima video game. A jester. His name was 
Chuckles.

This picture was originally taken for a JCPenney modeling competition. 
I was not a winner in the eyes of the department store, but the Dragons all 
thought I was a treasure.

Yes, those are velvet high-tops.



Jail Bait

My mother got me into playing the violin at age two and a half because she was 
watching a morning talk show and saw a bunch of small children playing the 
instrument together in a perfectly straight line, like creepy toddler robots. They 
were showing off a technique called Suzuki that teaches kids to play really young, 
even before they learn how to walk without stumbling around, looking all drunk 
and stuff. In a startling not-so-coincidence, I was born with a congenitally short-
ened ligament in my left thumb (I like to think it’s a romantic birth defect, like 
Anne Boleyn’s sixth finger), and in my mom’s mind, “crooked thumb + violin 
neck” added up to destiny.

The deprived college years: Surprisingly, people didn’t 

invite the sixteen-year-old violin prodigy to keggers.



The building sat on the fringes of campus and was supposed to house the 
next generation of artists. It had the aesthetics of a Hungarian women’s prison.

I felt strange and isolated from everyone as it was, so in my brain, “Master 

Class” was emblazoned as:



Old Felicia, looking back on young Felicia, nods wisely. She says to her-
self, “That’s the best advice I’ve ever heard. Why do I care about my GPA so 
much? Why do I have to be the best at everything? Does it really matter if I 
have ONE B?”

But young perky-tits Felicia can’t hear her thirtysomething, wrinkled self. 
She is determined to get an A, no matter what Dr. Clear-face said. She will 
break herself doing it, oh yes she will! Muhahahahah . . .  hah.

Ha!



After completely forgetting about whatever stupid scholastic thing led me 
there, it took me about two hours to plant my flag on the internet and create a 
personal university home page with cutting-edge green bubble GeoCities-like 
background art that I designed all by myself. Here’s the actual picture of my 
stunning artistry:

“OH MY GOD. I CAN SEARCH FOR ANYTHING BY  
TYPING IN THE BOX?”



Hollywood:
Not a Meritocracy

My adorably naïve history as an actor and why, in my 

mind, I was destined to “make it” in Hollywood based 

on several community theatre chorus girl parts.

In my heart I was certain: The sword of stardom would be mine!



My first photo is NOT an example of what they suggested was successful.

Despite the rough experience, I was paid $90.00 in the form of a check 
for five days’ work, and I was thrilled. I had MADE MONEY acting just two 
months after moving to Los Angeles! This whole crazy leap of faith was really 
gonna work out for me!

The day after I went to the bank, I got a call.
The check had bounced.
I called the film production number, but everything had shut down and 

disappeared, and in the end, I never got paid. Yes, the first dollar I’d ever made 
acting never existed.

I was mildly upset, then cheered myself up by spending $150 of my paltry 
savings on an ornate, rococo gold frame. I hung the framed check in my office so 
that I could one day relay the story to James Lipton on Inside the Actors Studio. A 



Quirky Addiction=
Still an Addiction

The previous year, I’d developed a slight addiction to another online 
game called Puzzle Pirates. It was brilliant in its design, AND you got to 
customize your character, who was a pirate. In all categories, it was a four-
hour-a-day winner.



My new character was named Keeblerette, and I put tall, white, pe-
nile-inspired hair on her. Something I regretted instantly. It was not, at the 
time, reversible.

“4.0 in Warlock? Sounds like a goal to me!”



I could have learned the lesson of “Mistakes are good!” with a 
MONTH of gaming rather than almost two years, but I was the head 
flask maker. The raid DEPENDED ON MY SKILLS!

And soon after this dark period, I used all the things I learned 
during those dragon-hunting months of my life to create a web show 
called The Guild.

So, not a total mistake.



The Guild:
A Ruthless Beginning

Realistic goals all around, right? Especially the rain forest part. 

No one wanted to hire a clinically depressed person to sell snack foods.



Web Series:
A DYI Journey

In early 2007, after I finished rewriting my original script two dozen 
times, to the point where I thought, Wow, this is absolute literary perfection! 
I did the most stereotypical thing you can do with your first screenplay: I 
showed it to any fancy-pants person I knew, convinced they would read it 
and turn it into the next Friends. I was so confident that I started visualizing 
the ad campaign that would run on the sides of buses during premiere week. 
Me, posing with that wry, “Wow my friends are crazy, but I love ’em!” side 
look to the audience? You know the one.

In that moment, I realized that I had been missing an amazing truth:
No matter what you feel is holding you back in life . . .

Repeat that motivational cup sentence until it gets in your gut and 
doesn’t sound like something stupid on a Hallmark card, because it is the 
basis for anything that will make you happy in this world. This is something 
I truly believe.



I love crafting. Knitting, decoupage, scrapbooking, any “lady-ish” art 
form, I’m a fan. For about six months each. Then I shove all the supplies in a 
closet, alongside the skeletons of long dead New Year’s resolutions, like saber 
fencing, playing the ukulele, and Japanese brush painting.

I had a vision to bring to life. I needed that trash!
The scavenging process was satisfying, like acting out my favorite 

part of a video game in real life.



I ended up having to use my own craft party skills to make our show 
logo for the opening credits after Kim’s neighbor’s cousin fell through in the 
graphic design department. Because she was busy “going into labor.” Psh.

Yes, I used MS Paint and a mouse. No, I was not drunk.

“I put out coasters. All the time. No one used them.”

After rifling through my office drawers like a madwoman, I 
found something perfect for the shot.

And no, it wasn’t plugged in. I’m not a monster.



Many times during shooting, my fellow cast members were so funny I had 
to chant, Dead kittens, dead kittens, dead kittens for twenty seconds in my 
brain to get through a scene without giggling. Those were the moments I’ll 
never forget. (Partially because of the traumatic visuals, partially because of 
the fun.)



WE MADE  
SOMETHING! #lookit

Yup, that’ll work. That’s me as “Xena, Princess Violinist.” 
I whipped it up in the computer lab one evening, and, MAN, was 
I happy when I figured out how to engulf that violin in flames. An 
evil genius “muhahaha” kind of joy!

I binged fifty hours of online video tutorials and used my “skills” to 
make something that turned out one step above GeoCities level.

I was so proud. I printed out a screenshot and taped it on the fridge.



Convention Fevah

In the summer of 2008, I walked onstage with the cast and creators of 
Dr. Horrible’s Sing-Along Blog, a musical web series released on the inter-
net just weeks before, and was greeted by the screams of more than five 
thousand people. 

Hey, tattoo doing well, here’s a pic to prove it’s me. Sad 

thing, buddy refused to pay up. :(



In my home office, I have a cabinet dedicated to some of my favor-
ite things people have given me over the years. It’s not weird to have 
forty dolls of yourself staring at you, right? Please reassure me about 
this.

I like being able to see the pieces of art while I work. It reminds me 
of what’s important about what I do.



The Deletion of Myself
In 2011, Kim and I pitched YouTube the idea for a brand-new chan-

nel focusing on geek entertainment called Geek & Sundry. We went in 
armored with a bitchin’ PowerPoint deck of all the cool shows we wanted 
to make. Even bought skirt suits to look official.

“Let’s get in there and get us some funding!”
We high-fived like we were in some bro-comedy plotting to save our 

fraternity, then marched in to do businessing. And rocked our presentation.

When we launched Geek & Sundry on Sunday, April 1, 2012 (April Fool’s 
Day, oh irony!), we did it with a day-long livestream “Subscribathon!” We in-
vited tons of guests, held virtual panels, giveaways, dance competitions, you 
name it. We did anything we could to fill twelve hours of programming. I hosted 
the entire time, and at one point, in hour eight, I was so loopy I punched a uni-
corn in the face. Thank goodness the unicorn didn’t sue.



 They won’t like you if you mess up. You set the bar too high. They’re all waiting 

for you to fail! And you’re definitely going to. Good luck, stupidhead!

In retrospect, crappy chemicals in my brain were working overtime, driv-
ing me to destroy myself, like that thing that makes lemmings throw them-
selves over a cliff. (That’s actually folklore based on a Disney documentary 
where the filmmakers in the 1960s flung lemmings over the edge of the cliff 
for their movie. Horrible. But the video game was awesome, amiright?)



And THAT is when I decided to get control of my life back.

In the end, I’m able to look back without shame or regretful nostalgia, 
and think, You made something great. And something new will come around. 

Or not. Either way, do the work you love. And love yourself. That’s all you can 

do in this world in order to be happy.



#GamerGate  
and Meeeeee!

Contempt for women who call themselves “Gamer Girls” has existed 
for a while online. In fact, I’d been careful to avoid the label over the years 
for that very reason. But I decided to title the video “Gamer Girl, Country 
Boy” anyway. And that gave the people who hated me, and who hated the 
very concept of women having a voice in gaming, a reason to attack. And 
their feedback was awesome!

At that point I started hyperventilating. All I could picture was awful 
people storming my house while I was out of town and killing my dog. 
Totally irrational, I know. But he was very old and friendly and the per-
fect target for malicious intent.





It’s Been Real
I immediately went home and wrote down the top things I’d learned 

going from naïve actress to inexperienced web series show runner to 
world-weary start-up lady with Geek & Sundry.

I hover-touched the REAL DEATH STAR.
Yeah, it was amazing. You can touch me and secondhand hov-

er-touch the real Death Star, too. (Use some hand sanitizer first, please.)



I hope all my copious oversharing encourages someone to stop, drop, and do 
something that’s always scared them. Create something they’ve always dreamt of. 
Connect with people they never thought they’d know. Because there’s no better 
time in history to do it.

So bust through all the cat GIFs and top-ten linkbait and share something of 
yourself. If you enrich one other person’s life, it will be worth it. If you find one 
friend, it will be worth it.

Plus, the apocalypse may be right around the corner. And then there’s that 
global warming thing happening.

So take advantage of this time like it’s a 2-for-1 sale, baby!
Good talk.
OXXO
Felicia


